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[bookmark: 1]On 08/10/2019 11:15, LAMING, Lord wrote:

Dear 

, thank you for your message. I must make clear that the

committee carefully considered a number of possibilities. As you know I simply
chair the committee. The main issue is the lack of space. It is impractical to
continue to prepare and serve food in such a confined space. The committee made
a decision based on the best use of space and the provision of the widest range of
service delivery in safe surroundings. Best wishes, Herbert Laming

From: 

Sent: 08 October 2019 10:16

To: LAMING, Lord <xxxxxxx@xxxxxxxxxx.xx>

; 

Subject: Re: Bishops Bar

Dear Mr Laming, thanks for copy letter to my Colleague. Frankly I do not

understand why you are unable to deal with health & safety Issues rather than

just giving up. 

 The lady chef we had clearly took great care over cleanliness and we as

customers could order a variety of sandwiches like Corned beef etc rather than

the prepacked plus her salads which were a great deal more appetising than

what is on offer now. I do not think you realise what a precious asset the

Bishop's Bar is to us Members served by such good staff. Frankly I would like

to see our Chef back in place with whatever minor changes are needed.I am

happy to meet but think if you really put your mind to the challenge the

problem could be solved with the Bishop's Bar back to what it was. 

On 07/10/2019 10:36, LAMING, Lord wrote:

Dear , I understand you have some concerns about the 
service in the Bishops Bar. I attached a message I have sent to 

 that may be of some help. Best wishes, Herbert Laming




    

  

  
